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Learning Objectives

Welcome to the Module 8: Communication skills

The main objective of ACT POSITIVE’s module 8 is to provide knowledge and the skills needed to understand and

effectively use verbal and non-verbal communication. Furthermore, a specific focus is given on the necessary

communication skills for one to improve his/her employability.

By attaining this module, learners will be able to:

✓Self-assess and reflect on communication activities;

✓Communicate targeted information verbally (orally and in writing);

✓Convey targeted information non-verbally;

✓Receive targeted information transmitted verbally and non-verbally

Module 8 is also offered in Greek, Italian, French and Turkish, adapted and localized in the local context of each country,

relevant to each language.





Unit 1

Introduction to an effective communication 





Topic 1: What is communication 

Communication is the action which involves (at least) one sender, a message and a recipient. Through the communication,

the participants are sharing information, knowledge, ideas, feelings, and emotions. The communication is more than simply

the transmission of information and is actually a very complex subject.



Topic 1: What is communication 

Parts of communication:

Sender: Is the main source of the communication process. Is the person who forms the ideas, feelings and intentions that

wants to transfer by starting the communication process.

Encoding: It concerns the translation of the information into a message. It can be done by using verbal or non-verbal

methods. The success of encoding depends on sender’s knowledge, competencies, skills, ideas, thoughts or background.

Message: Communication considered incomplete without the message, as it is the main body of the process. It is the

information to be conveyed. The message can be written, oral, symbolic or non-verbal. For example ,if you are writing a

message, you ‘ll translate your idea into words.

Channel of communication: Is the manner that the message will be sent. It is necessary to be selected the most appropriate

channel in order to be the communication efficient. A communication channel could be text messages, emails, telephone

calls, face-to-face conversations, letters, reports and many other.



Topic 1: What is communication 

Parts of communication:

Receiver: The message should be received by the recipient. This step accomplished by reading the message, feeling it or

hearing it. The receiver tries to comprehend the message in the most efficient way. The level of decoding depends on the

knowledge, the skills, the thoughts or even the relationship with the sender.

Decoding: It is the way the recipient understands the information of the message. If the receiver can’t decode, the message

fails. In order to be occurred an effective communication ,the sender and the receiver should have the same meaning for the

message.

Feedback: This is the last part of communication process and concerns the message that the receiver sends back to sender.

In this way the recipient ensures the sender that his message was received and interpreted. For example, the sender may ask

the receiver to send back the message to confirm that was received as intended.



Categories of communication

➢ Verbal communication

Includes the face-to-face conversations, telephone calls, radio or television.

➢ Non-verbal communication

In this category classified body language, the way we dress or act, gestures and even how we smell. There are so many

ways we can express our feelings, our thoughts and our attitude without speaking. For example the tone of our voice, hilts

hand signals or gestures.

➢Written Communication

Which includes books, magazines, newspapers, e-mails, social media, the Internet and other media. Before the Internet

receive this response , only writers and publishers had the opportunity to be expressed in the written word. Now is easy for

everyone to publish their opinions and the written communication has lost its value.



Why communication is important in a group?

• Is a source of information to the members as they can be informed for the different issues.

• Altering individual’s attitudes a well informed individual will have better attitude than a less-informed one. So, sharing

ideas helps to have a thorough point of view in various concerns.

• Communication helps socializing. It is said that nobody can survive without communication.

• Assists in controlling process by controlling member’s behavior in various ways in order to avoid aggressive behaviors

among individuals.



Topic 2: The main elements of an effective communication

Effective communication considered the act in which sender and receiver have the same meaning of the message. In this

way the message is successfully delivered, received and understood. It also includes non-verbal communication and the

ability to understand the recipient feelings as well as and your emotions, engaged listening and ability to speak assertively.

Please watch the following video, in order to explore more the meaning of an effective communication.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I6IAhXM-vps

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I6IAhXM-vps


Listening

Communication requires

listening. People feel valued when

they feel heard. The biggest

benefit of talking the least is you

learn the most. Whenever we listen

to others, most times we get the

chance to absorb and learn

something new.

Non-verbal

communication 

A message is not only made by

words. Body language is an

appropriate communication tool. It

should help you convey your

words. It includes, voice’s tone,

hand gestures or eye contact.

Signals of body language give an

insight into other person’s feelings.

Characteristics of an effective communication

Be Clear and Be 

Concise

Whatever communication channel,

you should use as few words as

possible. Using so much words

involves the risk the listener will

either lose focus or just be unsure

as to what it is that you want.

Be confident 

If you’re scared and you’re acting

unsure about what you’re talking

about, it won’t be communicated

effectively to the audience.

Confidence underpins all effective

communication. Other people will

believe you will do as you say if

you sound confident.



Be personable 

In a face to face communication , if

you ask a personal question to the

other you will encourage him to

engage in honest, open

communication.

Empathy

Concerns the ability of

understanding and sharing

someone else’s feelings. Even if

don’t agree with their opinions, it’s

necessary for an effective

communication to respect their

view.

Characteristics of an effective communication

Always Have An Open 

Mind

Even it’s difficult to be achieved, an

effective communicator should be

flexible and has an open mind in

the approach of every issue. In this

way, ensure honest and productive

communication.

Give and Receive 

Feedback

Receiving feedback helps you

know if the message you wanted

to communicate has been

received in the intended manner.

Listening carefully the feedback

and act positively on it ,it will

increase you motivation.



Topic 3: Verbal and non-verbal communication

Verbal communication

Non-verbal communication 

Concerns the conveyance of a message using words. Includes both written and oral

communication. It can be formal and informal and is always impactful because it is

documented. Examples of writing communication are letters, e-mails, texting. Examples of oral

communication are face-to-face conversations, radio, speeches.

Refers to communication that occurs without using words but using body language to convey

a message. Non-verbal communication is informal. Even the verbal communication includes

non-verbal communication and it can be just as powerful and meaningful as verbal

communication. It is also true that non-verbal communication can break your message.

Examples of non-verbal communication are head nod, finger tapping , arms crossed over

chest.





Tips for effective non-verbal communication:

❖Pay attention to the person you are communicating with. You should focus on the non-verbal cues. Keep eye-contact

and relaxed posture.

❖Stay focused on the voice tone as it can reveal the others’ emotions. For example it may show you if a person is angry or

you may understand how intend is in his opinions.

❖Don’t hesitate to ask if you don’t understand the cues. It will make clear your confusion.

❖You have to consider who is the receiver of the message in order to decide if non-verbal communication could be an

effective way to convey your message. In addition you should think if non-verbal cues will transmit your message

correctly.



Topic 4: Differentiate between oral and written communication 

Both written and oral communication are major forms of communication. Oral communication done by word of mouth and

written communication done by drawing/writing symbols. On both types of communication there are advantages and

disadvantages which make each of them appropriate or not ,depending on the message that should be conveyed.

The major elements that differentiate these two types of communication are:

• Written communication has always permanent record in comparison with oral communication which record at the end of

it, have been lost.

• Feedback of written communication takes time to be given but oral’s communication is given immediately.

• Oral communication is very flexible in contrast with written communication which is rigid.

• Written communication takes more time to be prepared the transmitted message. Opposite in oral communication in

which the preparation isn’t appropriate.

• Oral communication is not as reliable as written is.



Unit 2

Identification of communication skills





Topic 1: Written communication

Written communication skills are the skills you use to convey a writing message and made up of 5 key elements:

Clarity

It is important for the reader to have an explicit text in order to understand what you are saying. Clarity can be done by

using simple language and giving specific information.

Conciseness

The information should be given quickly and efficiently. In order to communicate your message you should give only the

necessary details or overly complicated sentence structures.

Tone

Concerns the ‘voice’ of your writing. For example, business writing requires a professionalism tone. Or If you want to

transmit negative news, you should avoid accusations or language that might make the reader feel singled out.



Active voice

Use active voice. Active voice is more accessible, helps the reader to flow better and move through better on the writing.

Although it can be used in all forms of writing , it usually meets in professional communication.

Grammar and punctuation

How formal the writing is depends on grammar and punctuation. These are also important in informal writing in order to get

the right information from the message. It would be difficult to understand the meaning of what you read with wrong use of

commas , articles, sentences etc.



Topic 2: Oral communication

Oral communication skills are the skills you use in order to convey an oral message and are the following:

In order to do this you must

pay attention to the other

person very carefully. It is

not good to get bored and

lose focus on the

conversation. To respond

genuinely to what someone

has just said means that

you have to listen.

If you don’t understand

something ask for

clarification. In this way the

dialogue will be

meaningful.

Body language is an

integral part of oral

communication and reflects

the other person’s feelings

such as how

understandable is the topic

of discussion or how

enjoyable is the

communication.

It is important to convey

the message immediately

and to focus on the

important information.

Asking for clarification

Recognizing and 

responding to non-verbal 

cues

Speaking clearly and 

conciselyAsking listening



Topic 3: Interview skills

Interview skills refers to skills you should have for a success interview. Job interviews should be a process of two-way

communication. Are not only a tool to use to evaluate you the employers , but also an opportunity for you to assess the

job.



During the interview there are some skills you may have in order to succeed.

✓First impressions

First impressions include a warm smile, a warm handshake, good posture, direct and sustain eye-contact, to introduce

yourself with confidence and always keep eye-contact while shaking hands. First impressions are only for the first thirty

seconds but they may be your key to success.

✓Body language

Don’t be afraid to use non-verbal cues such some hand animation to show your enthusiasm while answering questions.

Look the interviewer into the eyes and keep a good posture, never slouch.

✓Listen before answering

Before answering make sure you understand the question. Don’t hesitate to ask for clarifications. Take your time before

answer, employers appreciate those who think their answers.



During the interview there are some skills you may have in order to succeed.

✓Be truthful

Avoid lying about things you have done as you will be asked for details.

✓Keep things at a professional level

Maybe at the end of the interview you will start to feel comfortable and familiar. Try to keep the interview at a

professional level and don’t be seduced.

✓Give brief answers

Try to answer to the point to what they ask you without useless information.

✓ Smile

Your smile is a reveal of your confidence, so try to do it often.



You can improve your interview skills, and experience has a decisive role to this. Please watch the following video and

learn more about the interview skills:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HG68Ymazo18

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HG68Ymazo18




Topic 4: Cross-cultural communication

Cross-cultural communication is the process of communication among individuals with different cultural background,

styles of working, age, nationality, ethnicity, race, gender, sexual orientation etc. It is how people belonging to different

cultures communicate with each other or who rely on different means to reach a common goal.

Nowadays via internet it is easier to be connected with different parts of the world. People interact with different cultural

settings all the time so they should respect them. In addition, more and more works tend to have multicultural team

members. Meeting people with different social background, culture and way of life can help you to build a rapport to

foreigners and subsequently to respect them.



Sources of Miscommunication in Cross Cultural Exchanges

Assumption of similarities

People tend to have a negative view to them who are different. They always judge in the way they behave and act.

Language differences

Due to the different meaning that some words have sometimes the communication is difficult. The inability to understand

what other say can lead to misunderstandings.

Preconceptions and Stereotypes

Preconceptions and stereotypes lead to wrongful expectations and attitudes due to perceptions that members of a group

have specific characteristics or behaviors. This may be true but this may be also false. A preconceived opinion of

another can lead to bias and discrimination It is preferable not to judge someone before we meet him.



Sources of Miscommunication in Cross Cultural Exchanges

High anxiety

Most of the time when you have to face someone with different lifestyle, social background, age etc. because they don’t

know how to act or to behave and what is considered to be appropriate.

Nonverbal Misinterpretation

Our appearance, the way we behave, our body language, gestures also is a way to communicate. All these sometimes

communicate something from that that we want. An example is the gesture that we use to communicate YES. In other

cultures the nodding the head is considered to be No. So there is a simply way to miscommunicate.

Tendency to evaluate

Most of us tend to evaluate other behaviors, acts or attitudes based on ours. We should accept that every individual has

a unique way to express the emotions, to act and generally to communicate.



Challenges of cross-cultural communication

Each individual has a different point of view for this world which depends basically on the culture we belong. It shapes our 

perception and generate stereotypes,  prejudices, etiquette rules etc. Cross-cultural communication has to face all these 

factors that make it more difficult as people find it hard to overtake them.



Topic 5: Communication gaps and barriers-strategies to overcome 
them
Barriers to Effective communication

Semantic barriers

Concerns the difficulties that appear due to the multiple meanings of words or other symbols. The main reasons of

semantic barriers are:

• Bad expression: Choosing the wrong words , you may have a badly expressed message with reduced impact.

• Faulty translation: Sender and recipient should have the same level of underacting in order not to have

misinterpretation of the message.

• Unclarified assumptions: Sender shouldn’t feel that the recipient knows everything because in this way creates

assumptions in certain things.

• Different meanings of words or symbols: There are some words that may confuse the recipients as they have many

different meanings and their interpretation depends on someone’s educational and social background.



Barriers to Effective communication

Psychological Barriers

Refers to the psychological state of individuals which subsequently affects their opinions, emotions, attitudes and

furthermore the ability to communicate. The basic kinds of psychological barriers are:

• Emotions: Emotions like anger, confusion, nervousness affect the communication as they affect someone’s impartial

attitude.

• Distrust: Lack of trust makes someone to derive negative meaning out of the message ignoring the basic meaning.

The result is a meaningless communication as the receiver don’t listen what the sender says.

• Lack of attention: Receiver should listen carefully what sender says in order to be able to comprehend the message

and give the proper feedback. Psychological barriers arise if someone is not able to do this after a communication.



Strategies to overcome barriers 

There are a lot of communication barriers that  is essential to deal and cope up with them so as to ensure smooth and 

effective communication.

Below there are some tips to overcome them:

❖ Use a simple language that is easy to be understood

❖ Make sure that the person you communicate with have understood what you say, otherwise you should give 

clarifications

❖ It is better the location that communication is carried out to be free of distractions.

❖Communicate only one thing at a time.



In the following video you will learn about the meaning of communication barrier, along with that the various types of barriers

to effective communication is described in detail. At the end of this video, you will find the ways to overcome barriers to

effective communication.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NNVZxTkiX1Y

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NNVZxTkiX1Y


Activities



Activity 1

Think of possible reasons why people have failed to respond to your written communication in the past. Share

this with the group and the trainer and discuss it further.

Activity 2

1. Which of these is a communication skill?

a) Talking at the same time as someone else

b) Listening to what people say

c) Putting your fingers in your ears



2. If you don’t agree with someone else, what would you say?

a) You are wrong

b) I don’t agree

c) Stop talking
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Copyright Disclaimer

All audio-visual material was accessed freely from free online stock image platforms and/or YouTube and apply 

fair use laws without intention to breach any copyrights. If you feel that copyrights were violated, kindly contact 

us at https://act-positive.eu/to resolve the matter in a restorative justice manner. 

https://act-positive.eu/

